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Abstract, Lmdenmayer systems are a C&S of parallel rewriting systems originally introduced to 
model tbe growth and developmelt of Uamentous organisms. Families of languages generated by 
deterministic Lindenmayer systems (i.e., those in which each string has a unique successor) are 
investigated. In particular, the use of wonterminals. homomorphisms, and the combination of 
these are studied for deterministic Lindenmayer systems usng one-sided context (DlLs) and 
two-sided context (D2Ls). Languages obtained from Lindenmayer systems by the use of 
nonterminals are called extensions. Typical results are: The closure under letter-to-letter 
homomorphism of the family of extensions of DlL languages 3s equal to the family of recursively 
enumerable languages, although ;zhe family of extensions of D4L languages does not even contain 
all reguiar languages. Let P denote the restriction t3at the system does not rewrite a letter as the 
empty word. The family of extensions of PD2L languages is equal to the family of languages 
accepted by deterministic linear boun&d automata. The closure under nonerasing homomor- 
phism of the family of extensions of PDlL languages doer; not even contain languages like 
Ia,, a,, * * *) a,)* -- MI, n a 2. The closure of the family df PDlL languages under homomor- 
phisms w hi& map a letter either to itself or to the empty word is equal to the family of recursively 
enumer hle languages. Strict inclusion results follow from necessary conditions for a !anguage to 
be in one of the considered families. By stating the resuhs in the,r strongest form, the paper 
contains a systematic iassification of the effect of nonterminals, letter-to-ietter homomorphisms, 
nonerasing homomorphisms and homo:morphisms for all the basic types of deterministic 
Lindenmayer systems using context. 
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[9] and the references contained therein.) A Lindenmayer system is called 
&erministic if each string has exactly one successor under the rewriting rules (we 
do not consider so-called table L systems here). The purpose of this paper is to 
make a systematic study of languages generated by deterministic L systems and the 
effect of two essentially difFerem defining mechanisms: the use of nonterminals and 
the use of homomorphic mappings of different kinds. Both mechanisms are 
frequently used in formal language theory [19, 20]. 
An L system consists of an initial string of letters, symbolizing an initial linear 
array of cells (a filament), and the subsequent s rings (stages of development) are 
obtained by rewriting all letters of a string simultaneously at each time step. When 
the rewriting of a letter m;ay depend on the m letters to its left and the it letters to 
its right we talk about an (m, n)L system. If m = n = 0 the L system is said to bt 
context independent or without interactions; if m + n > 0 the L system is said to be 
co:.Qtext dependent or with interactions. Most of the literature on L systems is 
concerned with OL systems (m = n = (II), 1L systems (m + n = l), and 2L systems 
( m=n = I). 
From the point of view of developmental biology, the language consisting of the 
set of all strings generated by the system Is of primary interest. Such an L language 
is taken to correspond to the set of all developmental stages which might be 
attained by the organism in its development. Here, also, homomorphic mappings 
(especially those in which a letter is mapped to a letter) are of considerable 
importance (cf. [ 141). 
More formal-language-theory riented investigators, however, divide the set of 
letters used by the L system into a set of terminals and nonterminals. The language 
obtained from the L system by this mechanism consists of all the strings over 
terminals generated by the system. Such languages are called extensions of L 
languages. (They are obtained by taking the intersection of the “ordinary” L 
language and the set of all strings over the terminals, an operation which extends 
considerably the generating power of the type of L system under consideration.) 
Families of extensions of L languages usually have welcome mathematical pro 
ties, such as closure under certain operations. 
0ne of the facts which have made the use of nonterminals interesting within the 
theory of develop-mental l nguages i that it was established in [4,5] that for basic 
families of OL systems the use of nonterminals and the use of letter-to-letter 
homomorphisms are equivalent as far as the generating capacity is concerned. 
Thus, the trade-off between the two language-defining mechanisms (i.e., nontermi- 
nals versus homomorphisms) ha!.s become a very interesting and well motivated 
problem for L systems. Continuing this train of thought, trade-& between 
combinations of one- or two-sided context, restrictions where no letter is rewritten 
as the empty word, and the use of nonterminals and various kinds of homomorph- 
isms are interesting. The present paper is concerned with this topic, but we restrict 
our attention to the deterministic L systems. 
These systems are particulwly relevant in the biological setting, as would also 
appear to be indicated by the fact that most attempts 
the development of actual bioltog 
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a function of time constitutes a considerable portion of the literature on develop- 
mental biology. Usually, genetically identical specimens of a specific organism are 
investigated irn u controlled environment and their changes with respect o time are 
described. The scientific presupposition is that ideAcal genetical material and 
identical environment will result in an approximaltely identical developmental 
history, i.e., that the experiment is repeatable. This ass8umes a deterministic ( ausal) 
underlying structure, and makes a good case for th c biological importance of the 
study of deterministic L systems. 
This paper can be divided in three parts. In Section 2 we formally define L 
systems and relate them to Turing machines, as in [3]. Sections 3 and 4 are 
concerned with “ordinary” deterministic L languages, i.e., languages consisting of 
all strings generated by the systems. In Sections 5 and 6 we deal with extensions of 
deterministic L languages, i.e., languages consisting of all strings over some 
terminals generated by the systems. 
In Section 3 we are interested in Lindenmayer languages which are not recursive. 
The existence of such languages i a known fact [3]. We provide a more detailed 
construction for rhe deterministic ase and develop a simulation technique which 
will prove useful in the remainder of the paper. In Section 4 we compare families of 
deterministic L, languages with the Chomsky hierarchy. I-Icre our results refine 
those in [3,17, 181. In Section 5 we compare families of extensions of deterministic 
L languages with the Chomsky hierarchy. Typical results are: the amount of context 
needed for rewriting makes no difference for falmilies of extensions; the only 
differences lie in no context, context on one side and context on both sides. Lea the 
capital D demote the deterministic property. The family of extensions of D2L 
languages i equal to ahe family of recursively enumerable languages, as is also the 
closure under letter-to-letter homomorphism of the family of extensions of DlL 
languages. On the other hand, the family of extensions of DlL languages does not 
even contain all regular languages. 
In Section 6 we consider extensions and homomorphisms of languages generated 
by detern:inistic L systems with the propagating property: no letter can be rewritten 
as .the empty wor . As is well known, such a restriction usually limits drastically tlhe 
generating capacity of a rewriting system. M!e show that the family aif extensions of 
PD2L languages ere P stands for propagating) is equal to the family of 
languages accepte y deterministic linear boundled automata The: closure under 
zanerasing homomorphism of the family extensions of PDlL languages i strictly 
included an the family of extensions of 2% languages. Indeed, this closure does 
not even tzontain languages like {al, a2,. . 0, a,)* - (A}, n 2 2. (Contrast his with the 
result for the n opagating case in Section 5.) On the other hand, the closure of 
the family of P languages under homomorphisms which map1 a letter either to 
itself or to the e ty word is again equal to the family of recursively enumerable 
ur strict inclusion re!.ultc follow from necessary properties nf the language 
rather than by an exhaustive analysis of ,a particular example. 
lky, the paper analyzes the trade-offs which are possible betwelen 
in&ions of one- or two-s context, property t no lel.ter is rewritte 
empty word, the use of erminals various k of llo 
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By stating results in their strongest form, the paper contains a systematic 
classification of the effect of these mechanisms on the generating capacity el 
deterministic L systems using context. 
For a treatment of the effect of nonterminals, homomorphisms and letter-to- 
letter homomorphisms indifferent variations of OL systems the reader is referred to 
enmayer fjystems and inesi 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the usual terminology of formal 
language theory, as presented, for instance, in [ll] or [is]. Except when otherwise 
indicated we shall customarily use, with or without indices, the letters i, j, k, 1, m, n, 
p, q, r, s, t to range over the set of natural numbers = (0, 1,2, l l 9 }; (a, b, c, d, e to 
range over an alphabet W’; and U, U, w, z to range over W* (i.e., the set of all words 
(strings) over W, including the empty word A ). # 2 denotes the cardinality of a set 
Z; lg(z j denotes the length of a word z and lg(h) = 0. 
A determinktic (m, n)L system (D(m, n)L) is a triple G = (W, 6, w) where W is a 
finite nonempty alphabet, S is a total mapping from Lko W’ x W x u~soWI into 
W*, and w E WFV* is called the axiom. 6 induces a total mapping 8 from W* into 
W* as follows: 8(b) = h and for k 3 0, 8(v) = 1)’ iff v = &&’ l ’ &, d= tkltt2”‘t&!k 
and for all i, i = %,2,-J, 
G(ai_,Ui-,+I l l ’ l&-r, Ui, Ui+lQi+t l ’ ’ Ui+nj = ai, 
where we take aj = h for all j such that j < 1 or j > k. The composition of i copies 
of 8 is induiiizly ;lefine:d by &O(v) = v and gi(v) = 8(8’-‘(v)) for i > 0. When no 
confusion can result we shall write S for 8. The L Ianguage produced or generated 
by G is defined as L(S) = {S’(w): i 20). 
At this stage we should like to point out that although our definition of an L 
system Varies from ?Jre usual one (see, e.g., [9]) in that it dispenses with the 
environmental letter g, it is exactly ec@vaIent to the previous definitions. It has the 
additional advantages thai; proofs become shorter and the notation more transpar- 
OL; a D(O,l)L or 
van Dalen [3] that for a sui 
y [X3] for terminolog;l and results on 
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of W, and let h, be a homomorphism from S*rb;G* into S* defined by h&z) = h for 
all a E ~5 and h(a)= a fo all a E S. The set of languages of the form 
(L(G) f7 S *t/h’*) is the family of recursively enumerable languages. Since the 
mily of recursive languages i  c osed under intersection with a regular set and 
k-limited erasing, and since there vely enumerable languages that are 
wt recursive, there exist D2L languages which are not recursive:.’ (S*+S * is 
egular and Ia1 is l-limited on S * JIS * .) That all languages considered in this paper 
are recursively enumerable 0Jlows by the sual Turing machine simulation 
argument. 
3. Nonrecursive IL languages 
At the end of the last section we gave the usual proof that there are nonrecursive 
D2L languages. Ry an application of a result due to Rabin and Wang [15] we can be 
slightly more spek;fic and at t e same time develop a simulation technique which 
will be of use ..JI the sequel. Let the 
machine be the string consrsting of 
at I that includes all the marked 
moment (the origin). 
word at any moment in the history of a Turing 
the contents of the minimum block on the tape 
squares and the square scanned at the initial 
Theorem 3.1 (Rabin and Wangj. For any fixed yinite) word at the initial moment 
we can find a Turing machine T sucks that the set of words P in its subsequent history 
is not recursive. 
Theorem Let GT be a D2L which simulates (in the sense xplained in Section 
2) a Turing k x&e T satisfying the statem.eazt of Theorem 3.1. Then L (G,) is 
nonrecursive. 
a homomorphism on L(GT) defined by h3(s) = s and h,(q) = A for 
G E 31, where S and + are the symbol set and the state set of T, 
respectively. Sirace L (GT) s S *&S *, h3 is l-limited on L ( GT). h,(L (~3~)) =P and 
since P is nonrecursive L(GT) is nonrecursive. TJ 
We use GT tn construct a nonrecursive D(O,l) 
a~~orith~~ which, given 
for all t, 5’*‘(w9= +6’(w) and 
2 A family of languages is said to be closed under k-limited erasing if, for any language L, of the class 
and any homomorphism h with the property that h never maps more than k cousecutive symbols of any 
sentence x in L to A, h(L) is in the class. We shall furthermore be concerne with ~0~e~Q~i~~ 
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Sf*t+l( w 8) = $)(a*, a?) (a*, a3) 0 l l (ak, A) 
if tV(w) = a?a2 l * l a&, where # and 4’ are letters .rtot in 
. Construct G’ = ( I9 S ‘, w ‘) as follows. 
t x (www)u~t,tt~9 
where 4 and 4’ are letters not in 
S’(A, a, c) = (a, c), 
s’(A, (1, c) = #‘, 
Jv(A, p, A) = 4, 
Ei’(A,(a,b),(b,c))= W,hc), 
S’(A, +‘, (a, c)) = #(A, a, d, 
W,(a,A),A)= A, 
for aff a, b E and all c E U {A}. (The arguments for which 6’ is not defined will 
not occur in our operation of Ct. 
]For ai1 words v = al&‘- ’ a& E 
ala2 l l l ah;) = St(+t(a!, a*) (a*, as) 9 l 9 (a&, A)) 
1 = 
! 
@(A, al, a2)S(aa, 4x2, a31 9 9 l &k-b ~FQ A) 
= WV ala2 ” l a&); 
k = 1: s”“(#al) = 6’(+?:a1, A)) = @(A, al, A) = #d(a,); 
) = &#) =: 4 = @(A). 
erefore, for all t, 8’*‘(+ w ) = #s’l( w ) and 
w) = @(al, aa) (aa, as) l l . (a&, A) 
if 
an 
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efined by ha(a) = CE for 2-d 
is an algorithm which, 
“) and a homomorphis 
or to A, sllcch that 
efined by ~&) =z Q for all a E 5 is l-limited on 
can construct s whose languages are not recursive. 
, &, w,) be a ary 3 can 
G’ such th ince $ is 
regular, hs is a l-limited homomorphism on (4) T, and L (GT) is not recursive, it 
t L (C’) ris not recursive. U 
A natural subclass 0-E the L systems is formed by the propagating L systems. A 
deterministic L sa; jtcm G 6, w) is propagating if for al1 arguments the value 
e this property by prefixing the capital P to the ty 
DOL, PDIL. From the work of van IDAen [ 
and Lee [I81 on nondeterministic L systems we can 
Hace in the Cbomsky hierarchy of the 
deterministic L languages: e.g., the P languages are strictly included in the 
context se,rsitive languages, guages are strictly included in t 
recursively enumerable langua the use of direct arguments concerning t 
nature of the systems u er consideration we shall refin 
pletely the place of the 
YD(cti, n)L languages with respect to the four main cIiasses of 
hierarchy. 
ere me re 
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n-l 
X" lg(@', a, a”))+ k(Va”, Q, a’)). 
i=O 
If L(G) is infinite then there exists a to such that 
lg(&(w))M(m +n)+x +I. 
Case 1: p = O.lg(@(w))c y for all ? >O where y = max{lg(#(a’)): k < m + n}, 
contrary to the assumption. 
Case 2: p > 0. Clearly (1) holds. By observing that L = {a i : M 0 ( 
see that for every positive integer k such that k = 0 (mod 3) holds that 
a!k-l, a k-b*, a k+2 E L and (I ’ 6 L. Wence, if L(G) = L it follows that p = 1 in (1). But 
then the lengths of the subsequent words in L(G), ordered by increasing length, 
differ by a constant amount x - m - n and hence L(G) # L. III 
Let X be any of the restrictions on L systems discussed above. Then 9(XL) 
denotes the family of XL languages, e.g. =Z(D(m, n)L), T(DIL), Z(DOL). Let 
4?(REG), Z(CF), Z(CS) and Z’(RE) denote the families of the regular, context 
free, context sensitive and recursively enumerable languages, respectively. Let C - 
denote inclusion and C strict inclusion. 
“theorem 4.2. (i) For all m, n 2 0 the intersections of 3?(PD(m, n)L) with 3(REG), 
Y(CF) - Z(REG) and P(CS) - .J?(CF) are nonempty; there are languages in 
YT(REG), Z(CF) - .Y(REG) and JE’(CS)- 9(CF) which are not in JZ(PDIL); 
Y’(PDIL) C 5?(CS) (see Fig. 1). 
Fiig. 1. 
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Fig. 2. I 
(iii) The intersections of S?(DOL) with Z’(REG), .JZ(CF) - 9(REG) and Lf(C§) -- 
Z’(CF) are nonempty; there are languages in JZ(REG), S’(CF) - Y(REG) and 
P(CS) - YKF) which are not in %‘(DOL); .S’(DOL) c.Z’(TS) (see Fig. 3). 
(iv) For ale m, n 3 e!, Z(Pc{rn, n)L) c Z’(D( m, n)L); Z’(PDIL) C T(DIL). 
. (i) and (ii). Let Cl, G2 and GS be PDOLs defined by: 
G=(k4W,~J)= aha>, 
GT = ({a, b, c},(6(h, a, A) = a, 6(X, b, h ) = b, ES(A, t:, A) = acb}, c), 
G-I = ((a),(S(A, a, A) = aa), a). 
L(G1) = (a), L(G2) = {a”cb”: n 
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Fig. 3. 
L(G) E Z(RE) - Z’(CS). The language L of Lemma 4.1 belongs to %‘(REG) but 
not to Z(DIL). .& U L(G,) E $‘(CF) - s(REG) and it is easy to show that 
L u L(G# Z(DIL). L’ = {azr2’: t 2 0) does not belong to Z(DIL) because.of eq. 
(I) but L” E Z(CS)I - Z(CF) by the working space theorem and the uvn’xy lemma. 
ach nonrecursive language A c {li* belongs to Z(RE) - 3?(CS) and A P s(DIL) 
by eq. (1). Hence there are languages in g(REG), Z’(CF) - Z(REG), 3?(CS) -
Z’(CF) and g(RE) - A?(CS) which are no4 iq .Z(DIL). From this it follows that the 
inclusions of Z(PDILj in .Z’(CS) and of Z’(DIL) in Z(RE) are strict. 
(iii) follows from the proof of (i) and (ii) and the observation that Z(DOL)C 
JZ’(CS), Salomaa [19, p. 2451. 
(iv) .Y(PD(mt n )L) G Z(D( m, n)L) holds by definition. Strict inclusion follows 
from the fact that if A E L and L E Z(D(m, n)L) then LE J?(PD(m, n)L). (It is 
easy to give nontrivial counterexamples of DOL languages which are not PDOL 
languages; for m + n > 0 there are nonrecursive D(m, n)L languages by Theorem 
languages are context sensitive by (i).) Similarly we prove 
eq. (1) it follows im ediatkly that 2?( 
and n=n’ or = m ’ and n < n’. In particula 
nalogously this holds with the propagating res 
ssion of the inclusion relations between families of L languages using 
amounts of context see [17, 183. 
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all words over a terminal alphabet. tion is called intersection with a 
inal alphabet. Such an operatio Ey contributes to the generating 
r and therefore a languag f7 Vq is called an extension of 2.n 
L language where G is an L sys alphabet. We denote the family 
d extensions of XL languages is one of our usual restrictions. 
ering nondeterministic L systems, van Dalen [3] prove that 8(1L) = 
and g(P2L) = Z?(CS). 
e, %(OL) Cs(CS), see e.g. Herman and Rozcnberg [9]. For deter- 
nnistic L systems it therefore follows that %(DlL) G g(D2I.J c T(RE); 
(PDlL) C s(PD2L) C .Z(CS) (and in general by the working space theorem 
%(PDIL) c 5?(CS)); and %(DO ) C .Z(CS). From the definitions it is immediate that 
.Z(XL)C@XL) for all classer of XL systems. 
eorem 54.1. B’(D2L) = Z+!?(RE). 
roof. Let A be a recursively enumerable language over some alphabet !& which 
is enumerated IY;J a 1: I recursive function f : 2 A ; rz is recovered from f(n) by 
f-‘. That every infinite recursively enumerable language can be enumerated by a 
one-one recursive function follows from Rogers [16, Exercise 
languages clearly an appropriate version of our proof suffices, Le 
machine with symbol set 5 = VT U {a, b} where a, b E VT and b is t 
At time t = 0, T is presented with a finitely inscribed tape of which the origin 
contains a. W the tape is halfway infinite, i.e. the reading heiad of 
never scans a the origin. That this is no restriction on the power of 
Turing machine is well known. T starts with erasing the finitely many marks on its 
tape except he symbol a at the origin, returns to the origin, writes the re; 
tion of 0 on the tape d calculates the value of f(O)_ Subsequently, 
everything e’lse :<cept t representation of f (0), retrieves the r-present 
from f (0) by f-l, adds one to this representation and computes f(l), and so on. In 
particular we can do this in stzh a way that the specific symbol a is used only to 
mark the origin nd is erasecl on1 y to indicate f (0), f(l), l l l ; it is printed again 
before we calcula 
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other arguments. It is easily seen that S ‘m4’( wT) = f(rt ) for all it and S’( wT) = 
(S~W+E W?#Wf for all t such that t# k f 1, p2 E ence L(G)n V:! =‘,A. (TO 
capture the case where A E .A we could define &A) = a@‘.) U 
core The closure sf %(G(O, 1)L) (or 
hotnornorphi,kn 
8( (LO&)) under letter to letter 
is equal to S’(RE). 
IVe prove the theorem for D(O,l)Ls. The case for D(l,O)Ls is completely 
s. Let G = (W, 8, w) be a D2L constructed as in Theorem 5.1. Let 
‘, S’, w ‘) be a D(0, l)L defined as follows: 
W’= wu(wqWU{o,1,h)))u{~}, 
where 0, I., 4 are letters not in W, 
!lyI=(bl,l)(bz,O)*g=(b,,O) if w=b*bz***bn~ 
is ‘(A, a, b) =: (b, O), 
iY(A, 4, a) = (a, 1) 
s’(J(,#,A)= S'(A,a,A:)= 6'(A,(~,h),h)= A, 
W, (a, O), (b,O)) .= (a, b), 
WA, (a, 11, (h 0)) := +(a, b), 
S’(A, (a, O), A ) = (a, A j, 
S’(A, (a, 1 j, A ) = #(a, A), 
WA, (a, b), (6, c)) = S(a, b, c), 
a’@, 4, ia, c)) = @(A, a, c), 
e see that for all t 
U {A). (The arguments for which 6’ is not defined 
ume that he L(G). 
= S’(w) where h6 is a letter-to-letter 
* defined by ha((a, 0)) = h 
productions 
ase where A E 
2L), or equivalently L E 2?( 
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We call a language perm 1 Ita tion free 
any other word in the language. 
if no word in the language is a permutation 
8, w ) be a DOL. If L (G) is infinite then L(G) is 
of. Suppose &(G) is infinite, tl, v’ E L(G), v # v’, and v’ is a permutation of v. 
S’(u) = D’ for some k > 0. Since o’ is a permutation of ZJ we have for each 
PZ > 0, an’ (21) is a‘permutatisn of v. There are only a finite num er of words in 
which are a permutation of v and therefore there exist n2 > nl > 0 such that 
F”(v) = S+‘(v). But v = P(w) for some to and therefore 6 %+“I& (w ) = 8 b++ (w ) so 
L(G) is finite: contradicting the assumption. 0
The converse of the lemma holds in the following sense. Let G = (W, 8, w) be a 
DOL. L(G) is infinite iff for no integers i and j, i # j, holds that S * (w ) is a 
permutation -f 6’(w). (We consider h to be a permutation of A.) 
Corollary S.S. Let G = ( W, 6, w ) be a DOL and VT a subset of If E(G, VT) is 
infinite then E(G, VT) is permutation free, i.e. all infinite languages in %(DOL) are 
permutation free. 
We call a word t9’ & prefix (postfix) of a word v if v = v’z (o = zv’) for some wcr 
z. We call v’ a proper prefix (properpostjk) of a word v if v’ is a prefix (postfix) of tl 
and v’# v. 
(i>i L(G) 
L,et G = ( FV, 8, w ) be a D(1,O)L (D(0, 1)L). 
is jkzite iff S’(w) = S**(w) for some t, +t’ such that t# t’. 
(ii) Let L(G) be infinite. If v, v’ E L(G) and v’ is r prefix (p:*oper postfix )) of 
v then, with jKte!y many exceptions, ‘for each word (G) there is a wsrd u ’ in 
a;t u’ is a proper prefix (postfix) of u. 
e proof is completely 
er the a 
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CoroUsry 5.7. Let G = ( W, 6, w ) be a D(l, 0)L (DlO, l)L) such that E(G, VT) is 
infinite for some VT (and not both k E L(G) and E(A) # A). If v, v’ E E(G, VT) such 
that vt is Q proper prefix of v (v’ is a proper postfix of v) then, with finitely many 
exceptions, for each word u in E( G, VT) there is a word u ’ in :E(G, VT) such t&t 
U =ldz (u = zu ') for some z E VJ?. 
Clearly, Lemma 5.6 and Corollary 5.7 hold for D(m, O)Ls with respect o prefixes 
and for D(0, m)Ls with ::espect to postfixes, m 2 0. 
Theorem 5.8. (i) The intersections of %'(PD 1 L) with 3(REG), %‘(CF) - 5!?(REG) 
and Z(CS)- Z(CF) are nonempty. There are languages in Z(REG), ZZ(CF)- 
&.(REG) and .Z’(CS)- JZ’(CF) which are not in S(PDlL). g(PDlL) C??(CS). 
(ii) The intersections of Z’(DlL) with 9(REG), Z(CF) - 9(REG), 9(CS) - 
3(CF) and 5?(RE) - dip(CS) are nonempty. There are languages in JZ?(REG), 
%(CF) - JQREG), Z(CS) - JZ(CF) and JZ(RE) - 9(CS) which are not in %(DlL). 
%(DlL) CZ(RE). 
(iii) The interslactions of %‘(DOL) with Z(REG), 9(CF) - s(REG) and Z’(CS) - 
3(CF) are nonempty. There are languages in s(REG), p(CF)- Z?(REG) and 
Z’(CS) - Z’(CF) which are not in 8(DOL). %(DOL) C Z’(CS). 
Proof. Since Z(DXL) C dP(DXL), the first sentences of the statements (i)-(iii) are 
correct by Theorem 4.2. Let L, = {a, aa} U {b}{c}*{b}, LZ = {a, aa} U {a”bc”: 
n>O}, Ls={a,aa}U{bncndn: n>O} and Lg={a,aa}U(a}A{a} where A c(l)* 
is the nonrecursive language from Theorem 4.2. By Corollary 5.7, LI, La, L3 and Ls 
do not belong to Z’(DlL). But L1 E 9(REG); Lz E .Z(CF)- Z’(REG) and L3 E 
.JZ(CS) - Z(CF), as is well known; L4 E Z(RE) - 9(CS). The inclusion in the last 
sentences of the statements of (i) and (iii) follows by the usual working space 
theorem and strict inclusion by the foregoing. The inclusion in the last sentence of 
the statement of (ii) is true by the usual Turing machine simulation argument and 
strict inclusion follows by the foregoing. 0 
We might note that the existence of languages in Z’(REG), 9(CF) - .Z(REG) 
and 6pKS) - Z’(CF) which are not in 8(DOL) could also have been proven using 
Corollary 5.5. 
That with re>pect to families of extensions oc L languages differences can only lie 
in no context, one directional context and two directional context, but not in the 
amount of context, is shown by the next theorem. 
(i) s(D2L) = %?(DIL). 
(iv) %(PDlL)= UieN (8( 
ive 
anal 
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Let G = (W, 6, w) be a a(m, n)L, m, n > 0, and let r be the greater one of m and 
n. We construct a D2L G’ = ( W', S’, w’) as follows: 
mG1 w/ixu/x “d wj > and w’= w. i=O j=O 
The production rules S’ are defined in such a way that, for each production of G, 63’ 
executes I productions. The first t - 1 of these r productions serve to gather the 
necessary context for each letter in the string and the rth production produces the 
string produced by G. 
E.g., if 6(alaz - l l ak) = cylcy2 s l l ak, then 
: . 
= WA, al, a2a3 l l l a,) (a,, a2, a3a4 - l l a,,+,) 
9 l l (ak -m+lak-m+2 ’ ’ l ak-1, ak, A)) 
Therefore, V’(w’) = S’(w) for all t, and S”(w’)e W* for all of 0 (mod r). Hence, 
for each subset j\ of W, L(G’)n V+ = L(G) f3 VF. El 
Similarly we c:an prove the analog of Theorem 5.9 for the general case of 
nondeterministic L. systems. 
In the next section we study g(PD2L) and show, among other things, that the 
closure of S(PDlL.) under nonerasing homomorphism is strictly contained in 
Z(PD2L). 
s of propagating deterministic E languages 
A iinear bounded automaton M is a Turing machine with, say, symbol set S, state 
set + and sic’art state qOE +, such that M accepts a ;vord o over a subset VT of S 
using at rnK)st c lg(u) tapesquares during its computation, where c is a fixed 
constant. It is well known that the family of languages accepted by linear bounded 
automata Es equal to 3?(CS) (see [ 1 l] or [19]). A deterministic linear bounded 
automaforz (DLBA) is a linear bounded automaton such that each instantaneous 
description has exactly one successor. 
We shall show that 8(PD2 $ equals the family of languages accepted by DLBAs, 
A). Thus the question of whether or not the inclusion of %‘(PD2L) in 
ne of the more famous open 
) by Corollary 5.7. However, we shall prove the 
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much stronger esult that the closure of %(PDlL) under nonerasing homomorph- 
isms is strictly contained in QPD2L). 
The!orem 6.L a(PD2L) = Z(DLBA). 
reef. We give an outline since the details would be tedious. Let G = (W, 6, w) be 
a PD2L and VT a subset of Vs/. Construct a deterministic linear bounded automaton 
M as follows. M uses an amount of tape equ,al to 4(length of input + l), divided in 4 
sections I, II, III, IV of equal length. The input word v is written on I; section II 
contains the axiom w, section III is blank and section IV contains the representa- 
tion of 0 in the # W-ary number system. M compares 6’(w) with v, i 2 0, and 
accepts v if 6’ (w) = u. Otherwise, scuttling back and forth between sections II and 
III, A4 produces @+‘(w) from S’(w) such that ai+’ is written on III if s’(w) is 
written on II and vice versa . (If lg(6 i+‘( w )) 3 lg( v) + 1 then M rejects v.) Subse- 
quently, M increments the number .written on IV by 1. If IV contains a nuPr,ber 
equal to # W’g@)+l - I then M rejects v. Otherwise, M compares ai” with v, 
and so on. Since v lz’ E(G) iff 6 -k%(w) for some i < # W’g(u)+l - 1 we see that 
L(M) = L(G), where L(M) is the language accepted by M. Now construct M’ 
from M where M’ is exactly like M except hat M’ first ascertains that u E V% and 
rejects v if vE VG. Then L!M’) = L(G) f7 Vg. 
Let M be a DLBA, wl ich accepts L(M) over S, using no more than en 
tapesquares for an input word of length n. Now construct aDLBA M’ such that M’ 
generates all words vo, vl, l l l over S in lexicographicsl order and accepts or rejects 
them by simulating M. In particular WE can do it such that M’, started in state & on 
a word vi, i 20, written from left to right from the origin with the remaining 
(c - l)lg(Vi) tapesquares containing blank symbols, computes the next word vi+] I 
written from left to right from the origin with the remaining rapesquares containing 
blank symbols. Subsequently, M’ proceeds to the origin., enters the start state q. of 
M and simulates M. After rejection or acceptance M’ erases everything but vii+1 
from the ta.pe and starts in qh at the origin, i.e. scanning the leftmost letter of t)i+l, 
and so on. 
Let V be the set of symbols of M’, b the bla k symbol, and + the state set of M’. 
Construct G = ( W, 6, w ) as follows: 
= ~U(V=~(~U{A})x{0,1,2,~~,~,c}), 
w = (Q, 6, b, l - l 9 b, qo, I), 
where (1 is the first word of SS* in the Ccographical order. G simulates ’ as 
follows: if s*(w) = Q1 
441432 * l l a, E(V” x{A}X{O})*(V’ x + x{1,2,9**,c})(V’ x{A}x{O))*, 
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aver S is “read out” from right to left, and subseq lently is restored (from left to 
right) to the form 
(al, b, b, l 9 l ,b,q~,l)(a~,b,b,~~~,b,A,O)**~(a,,b,~;**,b,A,O) 
fGr Ui = ala2... a,,. Hence L(C)n S* = t(M). Cl 
We now proceed to show that th e closure of s(PDlL) under noneraslng 
homomorphism does not contain Z(REG). 
Lemma 6.2. Let G = (W, 6, w) be a PD(I,O)L such that L( is infznite. Let 
r L= # W. fibr each t 3 r there is a prefix v of S’( w ), Ig(u) 2 1 log, - 1)t + r)], and 
a constant k, 0 < k s rig(“), such that v is a prefix of 6 ‘M (w ) for all n. For PD(0, 1)Ls 
this holds with respect to postfixes. 
Proof. Deno.e the ith letter of a string S’(w), i, j E N, hy aii. Since L(G) is infinite, 
the slowest rate of growth G can achieve is by generating all words over W in 
icographical order, i.e. lg(S’( w )) 2 1 log,((r - 1)t + t) j . Therefore, aii is i: deed 
tter in W for all j such that j ZZ- Xi:: r’. Since there are only r different letters in 
W, there are natural numbers jl and kl, j,, kt s r and k, > 0 such that aI!j, = alj,+kl. 
Since G is a PD<l. O)L, aljl+nkl = aljl, for all n. Therefore, a letter in the second 
position has axj, 2s it,: left neighbor at al1 times, jl + nkl, n E N. There is surely a 
letter in the second position for all times t 2 r. Therefore, there are positive natural 
numbers jz and ka, j2 2 t, kz s p2 and j2 + k2 s r + r2, such that j2 =:jl + nlkl, 
jz+ kz= j, + n;k, for some nl, n2 E N and a2h = a2j2+k2. By iteration of this argu- 
ment, for eacF s = 1,2, l l l there are positive natural numbers js and k,, j5 3 Xfr: 8, 
A:, < rs and js a k, s ZZf+ pi, such that 
a 1 jl a2iz ’ a l asjs = a lj,+nk, a2j,-nk, l l l asjs+nkst 
for all n. Since G is a PD(l, O)L, 
a:j,+t G2js+t ’ l l asjs+t = aljs+t+nks a2j,+t+nk, ’ ’ ’ &j,+t-hk, 
for all t and rd. Therefore, for all s and all t sue 
there is a prefix v of SC (w ), lg(v) 3 1 log,.((r - 1)t f r) J = s, and a positive consta 
k, s rS such tlhat a) is a prefix of 8 ‘+“% (w ) for all rt. 
p’, 
Contrasting Lemma 6.2 
ating restrictio 
mma 5.6 gives a rrice insi 
at least two letters. 
%’ (PD? L). 
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roof. Assume that {a, b} c V, and consider the subset & = {(a nbn)f(n): n 2 1) of 
V*. Suppose that L c h (L (6) n VG) for some PD( @LG=(WJ%w)9aset VT 
and a nonerasiag homomorphism h from V+ into *. Define tn by 
tn = min{i E : S’(w)E V+ and h@‘(w))= (anbn)f(n), n E 
Asiseasilyseen,lg(S’(w))~m’lg(w)w ere m is the maximum length of a value 
of 8. Therefore, 2n -f(n) G m’dg(w)c where c = max{lg(h(a)): Q E VT}. Or, tn 2 
log, (f( n)(2n/(lg( w )c))) > log&z) for all n 2 no where ~2~ is some fixed natural 
number. For each n 3 no, P(W) has a prefix an such that, for f(n)> m(y”*‘), 
lg(Vn) 2 [lOgr(tn(r - 1) + a)] > n, r=#W, 
and 0, occurs infinitely often with a constarnt period km by Lemma 6.2. Since for 
each n the prefix v,, of atm(w) is mapped under Cl to a “bz, z E {a, b}*, Un cannot be 
a prefix of S’n*(w) for nf n’ and n, II’> no. We now derive a contradiction by 
showing that then k, = k, for all y1 Z- no. Since G is propagating and the prefix t)n 
(kz * 00) occurs with a constant period kn there is a jn such that S’n(v,) = VnZ for 
some z E W*. But then 
Ifor all p and some z, zp, z;E W”. I.e. from time tm+ jn the prefix On occurs with 
period k, and kn = k, (or k, divides k,) for all n 3 no. Hence. 
# (h(L(G) n V$) 61 {(anbn)f? n 2 no)) s k, 
‘and 
VV*g h(L(G)n V:). 
(Since VV* = (VV*)“, i.e. the language consisting of all words from VV* reversed, 
the above proof holds also for PD(O, 1)Ls.) CI 
We see that any languqe which contains a language like {(anb”)f(“): n 2 1) 
cannot be the image under nonerasing homomorphism of a language in %(PDlL). 
ence also e.g. ({a}(a)*(b)(b)*)*. The idea behind the proof of Theorem 6.3 is 
roughly the following. If a language L contains a larse enough subset L’ where 
each pair of words in L’, say v and v’, are distinguishable by their 
prefixes (postfixes) u and u’ sl.uzh that Ig(u) = O(log log(lg(v))) an 
lg@‘))) then L annol: be in the closure under nonerasing homomorphism 
(1, Q)L) (Z(P (0,l)L)). For exampie {b} {b}*(a)*(b) {b}” contains 
(/$“(a”)f(“‘b”: n 3 1) for each f and there re is not contained in a nonerasing 
homomorphic image of a language in 8(P 
t us denote the closure of a language famiiy under nonerasing 
by hAX and under letter-to-letter homomorphism by hr:, 
omor- 
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intersection with Z’(REG), Z&F) - Z(REG) and .T(CS) - 9&F;!; there are lan- 
guages in Z’(REG), Z(CF)- g(REG‘) and s(CS) - 6P(CF) which are not in 
r%(PDlL); h,Z’(PDlL) cJZ(DLBA). ’ 
r-d. (i) Let 
= ({a,, a2, a3, b, c}, S(h, al, A) = a2a3, F(h, a2, h 1 
S(b, c, h) = 6(c, c, A) = c}, a,) 
be a PD(l,O)L. Let h be a letter to letter homomorphism defined by h (ai) = a for 
i=1,2,3,andh(b)=b,h(c)=c.h(L(G))={ a, aa) U {b} {c}*{ b} and by Corollary 
5.7, h(L(G))e %‘(PDlL). Therefore, ‘&(PDlL)c h,:,%‘(PDlL). h,:J(PDlL) c 
h$(PDlL) holds by definition. It is easy to show that Z(DLBA) = h,.Y(DLBA); 
together with The )rcrn 6.1 this gives %(PD%L) = M(PD2L) = s(DLBA). Since 
%(PDlL) s %(PD2L), we have n,S(PDlL) C %‘(PD2L). Y(CF) C Z(DLBA) (see 
[ll, Exercise X3]), and therefore {a, b}{a, b}* E %‘(PDXj and by Theorem 6.3, 
{a, b}{a, b}* e hAS(PDIL). Hence h,g(PDlL)c ZY(PD2L). 
(ii) Since 9(PDlL)c x%(PDlL), the first sentence follows from Theorem 4.2. 
The second sentence follows by taking languages from .Z(REG), .Z’(CF)- 
Z’(REG), .Z(CS) - Z’(CF) forming their union with {a, b} {a, b}* and applying 
Theorem 4.3. The lar,; sentence follows from (i). Cl 
In the foregoing we have seen that with deterministic propagating one- 
directional L sJ!stems, together with nonterminal mechanisms and nonerasing 
homomorphisms, we stay within the range of the DLBA languages and cannot even 
obtain all regular languages. We conclude by proving that the closure of .9(PDlLJ 
under homomciphisms, which map a letter either to itself or to A, is equal to the 
family of recursively enumerable languages. 
The proof method was suggested by a proof of Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg IS] 
for the equality of .Y(RE) and the .closure of Z(D2L) under weak coding. The 
dificulty lies in the fact that we have to “read out” the whole word in the language 
in one producticn since otherwise also subwords of the desired words appear under 
the homomorphism. This solution makes essential use of the parallelism in L 
c.;stems by a firing squad.simulation. The firing squad synchronization problem, .,ee 
e.g. [ 131, can be stated as follows. S ppose 32 wan synchronize an arbitrary iong 
finite chain of interacting identical finite state aut ata. All finite state automata 
e same state tn and stay in 
n the ends of the chain allowed to be different since they 
~hroni~ati~~ is a 
0 automaton in 
inology of L systems a firing squ 
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The closure clif 3(PDlL) under homomorphisms, w&h map a letter, 
either ?0 itseli ot to A, is equal to 9(RE). 
Since by now these kinds of p,raofs are famili r we give only an outline. 
A &an infinite recursively enumerable language numerated by a 1: 1 recursive 
function f : -fb; n is recovered from f(n) by f-*. e case where A is finite 
follows by a similar method.) Let T be a Turing machine which starts with thg! 
representation of 0 on its tape, say ala2 . . l am, computes f (0), replaces everything 
exrzept f(0) on its tape by the blank symbol b and returns to the leftmost symbol of 
f (0). Subsequently T retrieves 0from f (0) by f-‘, increments 0with 1, and computes 
f(l), and so on. In particular we can do this in such a way that after the computation 
of f(n) the instantaneous description of T is b’q’f(n)b” for some I, I E 
JUinguished state q’ of T. The next instantaneous description of T is b 
for another distinguished state 4” of T. Scanning the leftmost sym 
sta rts retrieving n from f(n) by f-’ in state q”. We simulate T by a PDX, 
G = ( W, 8, w); hence the blank symbols will not disappear. G is defined as follows: 
W=(lpSU(S-{e}))x WFUS, 
where @ is the state set of T, S is the symbol set of T and b is the blank symbol, and 
F is the alphabet of the firing squad F. 
W =(qo,al,nz)(az,m)*g~(~,,rn), 
whr~~*e q. is the start state of T, ala2 0 l l ano is the representation of 0 and m is the 
initial state of the firing squad F. G simulates T until the situation 
P(W) = b'(q', cl, m)(c21 in)- 9 l (Q,, m)b’ 
occurs where crc2 l .a q, is f(0) Subsequently, the substring between the 
executes a firing squad and, when the squad fires, maps itself to f(0). 1.e 
*s is constructed such that 
has b or h as left neighbor 
a~+~b--~(w) = b’(q’, cl, f) (c;, f) 9 0.. (Q, f)b', 
&b”‘b--l(w) = ,5’c1c2 l l 9 ebb’ = b’f(O)b’. 
b’s 
a letter c E S - {bl is rewritten a; ( 
in which case it is rewritten as (q”, c 
it 
SQ+2b(w) = b’(q”, cl, m)(c2, m)- l l (cb, 
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e see that the simplest for of erasing homomorphism, i.e. all letters which are 
not mapp 
power of 
o A are mapped to themselves, adds tremendously to the generating 
IL systems. 
e summarize the more important results of Sections 5 and 6 in Fig. 4. 
ection by a solid line means that the upper language family strictly contains 
the lower one; connection by a dotted line means that the upper language family 
ains the lower one and it is not known yet whether the inclusion is strict; if two 
uage families are not connected at all this means that their intersection is 
nonempty but neither contains the other, i.e. they are incomparable. 
lm3) = 
E(P2L) 
1 (DUW = E(PD2L) = hAEU?DIL) 
E(D2L) = hlalE(DkL) 
= hj (mu.,) 
Fig. 4. 
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(cbj 8(DlL)g$ hl,18(PD1L) and %(DlL)c h*EP(PDlL). ._ 
Furthermore, by definition: 
(c:) %(PDlLj c %(DlL) and %r(PDlL) c kl:18(PD1L) c h$(PDlL). 
From (a), (b) and (c) it follows that %(DlL) is incomparable with both h,:,%(PDlL) 
and h$(PDlL). 
(4) Z’(CS) = %‘(P2L); van Dalen [3]. 
(5) Z!?(DLBA) = 8(PD2LQ = h,%‘(PDIL); Theorems 5.9 and 6.1. 
(6) %(PDlL) C hl:$?(PDIL) c !2,8’(PDlL) C ZZ(DLBA); Theorem 6.46). 
(‘I) 8(FDlL) C %(DlL) by definition. Strict inclusion since %(PDlL) C <Z(CS) by 
Theorem 6.4(i) and %(DllL) n (Y(RE) - s&S)) # 8 by Theorem S.$(ii). 
(8) %(PDlL) is incomparable with both s(CF) and Z(REG) by Theorem M(i). 
(9) (a) Z(KEG)c h,$(PDlL) by Theorem 6.3. 
(b) ‘%(PDlL)i C h,:,%‘(PDlL) c h,%(PDlL) by Theorem 6.4(i). 
(c) %(PDlL) is incomparable with Z(ikEG) and J!?(CF) by Theorerr 5.8(i). 
From (a), (b) and (c) it follows that both hl:,8(PD1L) and h,8(PDlL) are 
incomparable with JZ’(REG) and Y’(CF), respectively. 
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